Join us as we investigate two archaeological sites in scenic No Man’s Land, Oklahoma Panhandle. The first site, Golden Eagle, includes a possible pithouse, a Jacal structure, and a horizontal slab and adobe mortar structure (900 AD- 1400 AD). Second is a Late Prehistoric age bison processing camp alongside a drive lane. You will learn excavation techniques, including how to set up a grid, mapping, and profiling. In addition you will learn survey techniques, including how to identify and document sites. Special activities include flint knapping, atlatl dart throwing, animal bone identification, and more. We will visit rock art sites, lithic quarries, and climb Black Mesa.

Applications are encouraged from students with an interest in archaeology. Participation cost is $500 for 5 weeks and includes the cost of instruction, transportation from Norman, OK, housing, dinners, and field trips.

For more Information, Please Contact:

Dr. Leland Bement
Lbement@ou.edu
or
Dr. Brandi Bethke
bbethke@ou.edu